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Executive Summary

Clicksgefühle is a web agency specialized in typo3 development, 
SEO optimization, digital marketing and web development in 
general. The challenge for this customer was content delivery as 
well as a lot of database traffic for a large user-base to host a 
vaccination lottery promoted and held by the Austrian 
Broadcasting Corporation (ORF). Our solution was a clusterized 
version of their application paired with CloudFront and Aurora 
Serverless. The benefits of this solution are speed, stability and 
scalability.

Customer Challenge
As Clicksgefühle is growing as a company, their projects are 
increasing in complexity and size. Since some of their projects 
handle public sector IT solutions, requirements regarding 
scalability, reliability and security are increasing. This project 
required a reliable infrastructure to handle a massive amount of 
concurrent users. The goal was to host a vaccination lottery which
was held and promoted by the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation 
(ORF).

A failing or unstable IT solutions could have a huge negative 
impact on their business since this project is quite exposed to the 
public.

Why AWS

AWS is a reliable, stable and highly flexible cloud platform and 
therefore suits the customer’s needs perfectly. Furthermore, AWS 
offers high standards regarding compliance, which is always an 
important topic for projects involving solutions for the public 
sector.

Why the Customer Chose the Partner

toscom as a partner was uniquely qualified because we have 
expertise with CloudFront and application clusters. Furthermore, 
we have set up similar projects with Clicksgefühle on a smaller 
scale.

Clicksgefühle engaged with us because they needed a quick 
solution to handle thousands of concurrent requests on their 
platform. Since we have set up CloudFront for a lot of our 
customers we have experience with this technology. Furthermore,
we are capable of creating application clusters with ec2 including 
deployment and patching of the machines running on ec2.

About
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Partner Solution

toscom provided a highly customized Linux machine for the 
customer. PHP and Apache were the prerequisites since the 
application is using PHP. The customer is able to deploy his code to
our template machine and via our provisioner machine, which is 
running terraform, we create an AMI and deploy this AMI to an 
autoscaler running behind a loadbalancer. We use a fleet of 
c5.2xlarge instances to serve the application. The deployment is 
seamless (Rolling deployment).

For the database we chose aurora serverless with a high starting 
number of ACUs to be able to process a large number of reads and 
writes to maximize performance by reducing the need to autoscale 
for load spikes since reachability was key.

In front of the loadbalancer we configured a CloudFront 
distribution. The default behavior of this distribution caches nothing
and forwards headers, cookies and query strings to the origin. 
Static content is being cached via path patterns. Furthermore, we 
used a failover origin for error pages linked to an S3 bucket hosting
a static site to be independent to the origin if 50x errors occur. 
Furthermore, we implemented HSTS via lambda  @edge   and used 
AWS WAF to improve security.

The VPC setup as well as the security groups and Aurora database 
were created with CloudFormation.

Furthermore, AWS Backup, Detective, Security Hub and CloudTrail 
are used.

The following architecture diagram should provide a more detailed 
insight of the setup:



Results and Benefits

Together with our customer we managed to handle a massive 
amount of users and the project even was mentioned on national 
television at prime time which resulted in a huge amount of users 
interacting with the service. There was no downtime at this initial 
stage and the architecture could handle over 50.000 registrations 
to the lottery within the first 50 minutes. Within seven days over a 
million users subscribed to the lottery and after closure over two 
million users had been subscribed. We were very pleased with the 
outcome as was our customer Clicksgefühle and the end customer 
ORF (Austrian Broadcasting Corporation)well.

Next Steps

Clicksgefühle and toscom plan to extend their partnership for 
projects which demand high scalability and reliability.



About toscom
toscom is specialized on service and consulting for Linux
webservers and open-source-systems. We configure and 
maintain Linux servers so businesses have secure and 
reliable systems. We maintain and set up servers for 
database solutions, web-applications, online-shops and 
provide high available cluster-setups and cloud 
solutions.


